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YLI Values:

• Inclusion
• Innovation
• Social Justice
• Community
YLI Model

1. Leadership Development & Capacity Building
2. Youth-Led Action Research
3. Community Campaign
TEAMC: Transportation Equity Allied Movement Coalition

Transportation connects people to places, and is a major determinant of access to opportunity and economic mobility as well as health outcomes.

The Transportation Equity Allied Movement Coalition (TEAMC) is a coalition of ~20 organizations working to advance transportation solutions that promote social equity, public health and safety, and environmental protection in San Mateo County.
San Mateo County Youth Commission

The Youth Commission increases awareness of and advocates for youth issues, advises the Board of Supervisors, presents policy recommendations, and creates projects that serve the community.
Communications

1. Representation
2. Shifting the narrative of young people
3. Further our campaigns
Youth communicate through storytelling everyday. In-person dialogue has the potential to generate conversations, hold decision makers accountable, and humanize local youth issues.
Thank you!